
Babelscape and U2D.ai enter a strategic AI NLP platform
partnership in the DACH region.

Babelscape, a research and market leader in state-of-the-art multilingual NLP and
knowledge graphs, will preload microservices on U2D.ai’s hybrid AI platform,
strategically targeting business growth opportunities in the DACH region (Germany,
Switzerland and Austria).

U2D.ai, a leader in NLP consulting and development services with over 25 years of
experience in AI projects, will be Babelscape’s official distributor in Germany,
Switzerland and Austria.

U2D.ai provides advisory consulting and development services in the field of NLP, text analytics, and

knowledge graphs to large companies, especially those in the finance and insurance sectors.

Babelscape is a leading research company recognized for commercializing their innovative multilingual AI

technologies to meet the growing needs of global fortune 500 businesses.

Professor Roberto Navigli, a researcher, innovator, and Babelscape co-founder, leads a team of

developers that include multiple PhD industrial engineers, to build cutting-edge, state-of-the-art,

multilingual semantic software. Their products improve natural language processing and understanding,

by leveraging the latest research and techniques, (including machine and deep learning, symbolic AI and

neural networks).

Professor Roberto Navigli, Chief Researcher and Co-Founder of Babelscape:

“We’re excited to grow new business through this partnership with Stefan’s team. His deep professional

experience selling knowledge graphs and NLP tools, uniquely positions him to understand the depth and

breadth of Babelscape’s offerings, and the tremendous value we can offer together to this rapidly

expanding market.”

Stefan Welcker, U2D.ai Principle and Founder. An Executive leader with 25+ years experience in software

& AI solutions advisory, consulting and development. With a focus on the process automation of

unstructured data, and supporting companies with their AI activities and projects (particularly

ML/DL/NLP/NLU), as well as partnering with AI vendors for GTM product support.

https://www.u2d.ai/
https://babelscape.com/
https://www.diag.uniroma1.it/navigli/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stefanwelcker/


Stefan Welcker, Founder, U2D.ai:

“Our customers have a huge demand for hybrid AI solutions. These solutions need to understand the

context and meaning of a text very precisely. Simple NLP/NLU solutions can't solve these demands

out-of-the box. Babelscape's knowledge graphs and word-sense disambiguation capabilities are

state-of-the-art, and allow us to provide high quality insight on any processed document in our AI

Platform. Babelscape allows us to combine these high-quality outputs with LLM's, to build NLP/NLU

solutions that work from the get-go. Their ability to also provide highly domain specialized versions

makes it suitable for highly regulated industries too. We are very excited to form this partnership with

Babelscape and for its future.”

More about U2D.ai: With more than 30 years of experience in the fields of AI and NLP services and text

analytics, U2D.ai stays up to date on AI technology, from open source, to the ever changing commercial

offerings.

AI can create a competitive advantage but AI projects are not like normal IT projects. In addition to

investing in the right technologies and algorithms, U2D.ai provides hands-on support to design, build and

bring AI solutions to production, providing the frameworks and platforms. Starting with the customer’s

needs and use-cases as the primary driver, U2D.ai specializes in cloud native Hybrid AI Microservices,

based on a cost-free Platform, that is developed by U2D.ai.

To speak to a member of the U2D.ai team, please email: https://www.u2d.ai/kontakt/

More about Babelscape: Babelscape is a deep-tech company focused on multilingual Natural Language

Processing, with the mission of enabling multilinguality and understanding in applications which deal

with text and speech. Thanks to research from the internationally renowned Natural Language

Processing research group headed by prof. Roberto Navigli at the Sapienza University of Rome.

Babelscape’s partners and clients include: ADOBE, ATEX, the EUIPO and non-profit research organizations

and public institutions.

Keep up to date with developments at Babelscape by signing up to their newsletter, here.
For press inquiries or to speak with a member of the Babelscape team, please email: info@babelscape.com

https://www.u2d.ai/kontakt/
https://stock.adobe.com/it/
https://www.atex.com/
https://www.ebsco.com/
https://www.euipo.europa.eu/en
https://babelscape.com/#newsletter
mailto:info@babelscape.com

